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THE SELBERG TRACE FORMULA. VIII,

CONTRIBUTION FROM THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM

M. SCOTT OSBORNE AND GARTH WARNER

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to isolate the contribution from the

continuous spectrum to the Selberg trace formula.

1. Introduction

This is the eighth in a projected series of papers in which we plan to come to

grips with the Selberg trace formula, the ultimate objective being a reasonably

explicit expression. In a word, our purpose here is to complete that aspect

of the investigation focusing on the contribution to the trace arising from the

continuous spectrum, call it

Con-Sp(a : T).

We shall see that Con-Sp(a: : T) is equal to

£££Con-Sp(a:r:^,^o,uiIo),
%       &,       Wir,'0      'o       o

where the ingredients of the triple (W- ,tf¡ , w,.) are
'o        'o        'o

a proper G-conjugacy class % of T-cuspidals,
'o

an orbit type cfi ,

a simple w¡ of the ambient Weyl group.
'o

The main result of this paper is a formula for

Con-Sp(a : T : % , <f. , w, )
'o 'o '0

involving an integral over \/-ÎKer(l - w. ) of an object formed from familiar
'o

ingredients: c-functions, exponentials, and Ind-functions.

[Note: Strictly speaking, there is an additional ingredient present in the for-

mula, namely a parameter H from the truncation space that, however, we shall

ignore for the purposes of this Introduction.]
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624 M. S. OSBORNE AND GARTH WARNER

Our approach to this conclusion is essentially combinatorial. So, we start

off in §2 with a result that tells us how ^-transforms behave when applied to a

product, thus augmenting and supplementing the machinery from §§3-4 of [11].

In §3, we recall an important theorem due to Arthur [4]. Roughly speaking, it

asserts that for the analysis one can throw away the special W that do not

contain Ker(l - w¡). The subject of §4 is the cancellation, culminating in

Theorem 4.3. Using this, in §5 we isolate Con-Sp(a : T). Finally, we finish

up in §6 by proving that the term initially ignored is in fact ignorable as it

disappears when the truncation parameter is sent to infinity.

An earlier version of this paper was circulated a while back in preprint form.

In it, we looked at the same problem in a very different way, namely by means

of the Dini calculus. To get a handle on Con-Sp(o; : T), we had to formulate

a conjecture that, unfortunately, we were unable to establish in general. The

present effort is therefore a substantial improvement over its forerunner in that,

apart from the usual assumptions and conventions (cf. [11, §9]), its conclusions

are "conjecture free" and totally explicit. In addition, as a bonus the conjecture

from the earlier version turns out to be a corollary of what is said here, a point

of some interest even though the Dini calculus no longer seems to be the way

to go.

As a general reference and suggested overall introduction to the subject, we

shall use our monograph The Theory of Eisenstein Systems, Academic Press,

New York, 1981. Throughout the sequel, the title of this work has been abbre-

viated to TES.

2. The ^-transform of a product

The purpose of this section is to determine the behavior of the ^-transform

[8, §2] under the formation of products. As a byproduct of this study, we shall

recover a result of Arthur [2, §6] that will be employed later on.

As always, we shall work within the context of a geometric g.r.s. (V, O),

using without comment the notation and theory set down in [8].

This said, attached to a given tf> is its ^-transform A^ . To proceed, a relative

version of this notion will be required. Thus, suppose that F, c F2. Then

V=V(FX)®VF2®VF¡DV(F2),

so a given A g \fAA\V decomposes as

A = A(F,) + Af2+AFi(F2).

Generically, denote by AF (F2) the ^-transform per VF n V(F2). Writing

(f>(A) = ct>(A(Fx) + AFi:AFi(F2)),

put

AFf'F*(N) = [AFt(F2)]^:?)(AFi(F2)).
F    F

Observe that A(F,) has been forgotten: Af 2(A) is a function of AF  alone.

The main result is then:
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Theorem 2.1. Given 4> and \p,

A4>v = z2A<t>' *Av ■
F

To prove this, we can assume without loss of generality that  </>, \p  e

&iV-ÎV), say

<!> = /,    fieW(V),       ip = g,    geW(V).

On general grounds (cf. [8, §2]),

Atv = Afè = Affg = (-V'rf*s>

T,     is the T-transform of / * g, i.e.,

Tf.gW = /Kr*(//' Hff*giHfdH,.

Now

fr;iH,H0)f*giH0)dH0
Jv

= f f T(H, Hx)f(Hx - H2)g(H2)dHx dH2
Jv Jv

= f f T(H, Hx+H2)f(Hx)g(H2)dHx dH2
Jv Jv

= £ Í Í T^iH, HX)T*F(H - Hx, H2)f(Hx)g(H2)dHxdH2,
P Jv Jv

where, in passing to the last equality, we have invoked Proposition 3.1 of [11].

Accordingly,

A,V(A) = i-l)"Efv¡vjye{A'H)rFiH, Hx)Yp(H-Hx , Hf)

xfi(Hx)g(H2)dHdHxdH2

= (-!)'£/ / ¡ e(A'H+H^r:(H,Hx)rp(H,H2)
P JvJvJv

xfi(Hx)g(H2)dHdHxdH2

= (-D'E fifí e*'B™H'+a»)I*.iH{F),Hi)rF(HFtH2)
FJv(F)JvFJvJv

x fi(Hx)g(H2) dH(F) dHF dHx dH2

= (-!)'£/(F).//,.

1(F) =
'V(F)

1(F) = f      f e{A'H(F)+H^)rFt(H(F),Hx)f(Hx)dHxdH(F)
JVIF) JV
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and

II, = I  j e{A'HF)r*p(Hp , H2)g(H2) dH2 dHF .

Fix an F and consider separately 1(F) and IIF . From the definitions, on the

one hand,

f      i e{A•H^+H>r)rF(H(F), Hx)fi(Hx)dHx dH(F)
JV(F) Jv

= [      f     e(A(f)'"(f)Tf(//(F),//,(F))
JV(F)JviF)

j e(A,."*)fiHi(F) + HXF) dHXF dHx(F) dH(F)

'V(F)JV(F)

X

= (-lfF)[AfF)}^AF.,)(A(F))

= (-lfF)Al'F(A),

^rp(HF,H2)g(H2)dH2dHF

while, on the other hand,

f   [e<A.*,
JvFJv

= (( e{A^H^rF(Hp,H2F)
Jvv Jvc

[     g(H2(F) + H2F) dH2(F) dH2F dHF
JV(F)

' F      "F

X

= (-l)l-*{F][AF(*)]w{Q.,)(Ap)

= (-l)l-*{F)AF.'*(A).

Therefore

^r(A) = (-l)'£/(*>//,
F

= (-1/E((-1)#(f)4'f(A))'((-1)/_#(f)<'*(A))

F

= 2>;'f(A).<-(A),

as desired.

Remark. The evaluation of 1(F) and IIF supra is embodied in the rule

A¡"r>(A) = (-!)' [ [ e(A'"'+/Vr£(//', H)h(H)dHdH'
Jv nV(F2)Jv '

the verification of which is immediate.

Suppose that cj> = {tf>%,} is a C°° Detroit family. Then we may form m^

and A. , functions that can be shown to be the same (cf. Theorem 4.4 of [8]).
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Now let (f> and y/ be two C°° Detroit families. Then the product <b • \p is

a C°° Detroit family and, utilizing the formalism of [11, §4],

nW(A) =-WM = SV»,™

8?   {F:FCF0(8?)}

w  «^ r(W)

Thanks to Lemma 4.1 of [8], AFf^(W))'*(Aw) is independent of W(W), call

it A % (A). To interpret the sum over W(W) of what is left, observe that

Lemma 4.2 of [8] implies that the prescription

<t>miNiW)) = 4>viA(W)+Aw)
determines a Detroit family 4>(WW) on W, so

£ AlF°miV = ̂ JMW)) = nWA),

the ambient g.r.s. being <J>(W) rather than <P (but taken in all of V). Hence:

Corollary 2.2 (Arthur). Under the preceding hypotheses,

w %w

There is also a little side issue that might just as well be dealt with here.

Lemma 2.3. If <f> and all its derivatives are slowly increasing, then the same is

true of A^.

Proof. To begin with, let B stand for the closed unit ball in \fAAA\V. Then,

taking into account Proposition 2.12 of [8], the assignment

f C°°(B) -» C°°(B)

is continuous (closed graph theorem). That being the case, set <f>t(A) = <p(tA).

Obviously,

^(A) = r'^((r1A).

Assume now that II All < M. Then

\DA¿A)\<M¡.\DA4>    ,(Af?)(A)|

<Mk.\DA^     (MA)\    (3k)

k oo
< M  • p(cf>M-i)   (p a seminorm on C   (B))

<Mk' •   sup   \D'<p(A')\    (3k')
\\\'\\<M

< Mk"    (3k"),

finishing the proof.
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3. Arthur's manipulation

The purpose of this section is to formulate an important result due to Arthur

[4] that will be applied in the next section during the course of the cancellation.

The context within which we wish to work is §9 of [11]. Although it will be

necessary to change what was said there, we shall not insist upon all the details

since no really new ideas are involved.

The starting point of the analysis in [11, §9] is the  mod o(H) expression for

(£Cw„(a:^o,A! + A;o)^,

x (Q^E(^ : P¡o\A¡o : £ : A^ :?), Q^E(^ : P^

involving derivatives that come up from the evaluation of a Hi-transform at 0.

This time, it will be best for us to use initially a less precise result, saving the

refinements for later. Namely, up to o(H), the expression in question is equal
/t

to (-1)° times the sum

Etynw«1 - <W0)* ln4,m0 > \+<))(<»)
w.'0

• c(F, \At .Pi \At :w] :A\)*),
'o     'o       'o      o        'o        'o

where ó and xu are families of operators on W(6,&i ) given as follows: When

^/0,<),

<p^(A) = c(PjJAJo:PiJAio:wlo:wlA]Br

• e(W, :H:w],A)
Jo Jo'o

.c(Pj\A   :Pi\Ai :w)i :w]a\),
Jo      Jo        'o      'o Jo'o 'o     '0

while

^t(A) = c(F \A   :Pi\Ai :w]¡ :w^a])~1
<* Jo     h       'o     'o        jo'o        'o    *o

• c(Pj\Aj :Pi\Ai :w)l :A-w¡aJ).
Jo     Jo       'o     'o        Jo'o 'o    'o

We explicitly observe that <b and \p depend on A) . Individually, however,
'o

neither <f> nor \p need be a Detroit family although their product 0 • y/ is.

The motivation for these choices (among the many possible) can be found

in the discussion centering on Lemma 9.5 of [11]. Even so, it will be best to

modify them a little. To see why, pretend for the moment that there is just one

cusp; then the c-functions inherent in the definition of <f> drop out giving an

exponential (which is a pure scalar). Since this is not the case in general, we

shall employ the following artifice. Fix HQ0 g o and let

H = H00 + H0       (H0Ga0(-)),
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the idea being that H0 will eventually be sent to -oc in the lim0-sense (cf. [8,

p. 171]). With, as before, %x «-» (;0, u/J . ), put

V(A) = exp((H0(F.o),ti;;o.A»

and

•e^H^A)

•c^o^o^o^o:^o:A-<Al)-

In this connection, observe that the functional equations imply

c(F,. \A{ : F;. \A{ : w) : A¡ )* • c(F. \Aj : P, \A¡ : w],. : w] a] f
*o     'o       'o     'o 'o        'o -«o     -«o       'o     'o        Jo'o        'o    'o

= [c(F. \A   : Pt \At : w],. : w] A] ) . c(F(. \Ai : Pi \Ai : w] : a] )]*
Jo     Jo        'o     *o        -Vo        'o    'o 'o     'o       'o     'o 'o        l0

= c(Pj\Aj :Pi\Ai :w]iw¡ -.A])*,
Jo     Jo       'o     lo        Jo'o    'o        '0

thus we are incorporating

c(F,. \Af : Pi \At : w] : A] f
'o     'o       'o     'o        lo       'o

as part of the new definition of ip . On the basis of this revision, the expression
;t

that we want to examine is equal to (-1) ° times the sum

t °w:
'o

Noting that <f> and ip are both Detroit families, the next step is to use

Corollary 2.2 and write

m<t>»v ~ £ £ m<K%w) 9Av,&w>
w <gw

then integrate according to the scheme

[ [ =[ ,
jRe(A¡)=0 JRe(A] )=0      JRe(Ai )=0

pulling, as is permissible, the sum over the w) to the outside: In other words,
'o

look at

EEE/R,„t   w «... JRt

■■■\dA\,

where the • • • denotes

nwd -<Kn^.^((í -wÍK^lnákm0> \M"))-
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Fix W and Ww and let / be a representative component of tr^t?). Then f

is Schwartz (cf. Lemma 9.3 of [11] and Lemma 2.3) and a typical term in our

sum is

/Re(A,)=om^)((1-<)A!o)M0)l^A«0l-

To make the presence of w]  felt, let Wn = Im( 1 - w) ) be a special subspace
'o 0

(see the Appendix to this section), and define

F(A)=/ /(A + A)|¿A
-lKer(l-u;T» '0'

Then F is still Schwartz and what remains is

-+—-^r- /        mM« fN)F(A)\dA\.
\det((l-w^)\YLer(l-w\^)\Jsf=\wü    *9»)K

The integral over \f^XWü is a function of H and the central question is: How

does it behave as H0 —► -co in the lim0-sense? The following is the answer.

Theorem 3.1. The integral ¡^zrxw HL(r )(A)F(A)|rfA|   is equal to a rapidly

decreasing function of H plus 0ifW0£W or (-27ifm{Wo) •mj'g, }(0)f (0) if

w0c w.

W
[Note:  IH, (°r ) is the Hi-transform of the object manufactured from <f> by

descent to W^ n W.]

This result is implicit in Arthur [4, §4]. Because he does not quite state it

this way and because our conventions are not the same as his, we shall give a

brief indication of what is involved in the proof.

To simplify the notation, we might just as well suppose that a,   = a) .  In
'o 'o

addition, if

Hg* - Hoip«) '

where Pw is the split parabolic subgroup of G having \W for its positive cham-

ber (cf. TES, p. 66), then we can and will assume that Hw e -W .

Now call Con(H) the convex hull of the Hr . It is well known that

H e (-W) n Con(H) & rf°(^(//, Hy) # 0

(see, e.g., Lemma 3.2 of [1]). Consequently,

£rf(8n(?,H^) = /H   (a.e.),

where Xu *s tne characteristic function of Con(H). This implies that

ni0 = (-!)'% •

In general, if & «-» (f%w, ̂ (W)), then analogously

m«*„) = i-lfmm • exp«Ht   , m        ,
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where, of course, Ht,   is the projection of Hg, onto W1. Introducing

(//)= f        F(A)e{A'H)\dA\
J-J=îw„

a function on o(  that is Schwartz on WQ and invariant under WQ , we conclude

that

/.
.    IIV^A^A^AI

(-lfm{W).[ F0(H + nl)dH.
/Con(H(^,))

Case I.   W0 <f W. In this situation,

P0iH + ÚL)dHLi Con(H(%w))

is a rapidly decreasing function of H. The proof can be extracted from the

discussion on p. 1306 of [4]. Roughly speaking, the presence of hL forces the

integrand to decrease rapidly. But matters can simultaneously be arranged so

as to ensure that the measure of the region of integration increases slowly. The

geometric tools needed to pin these points down precisely are in [4, §3].

Case II.   WücW. In this situation,

[ F0(H + nl)dH=f F0(H)dH,
Jcon(H(«w)) w ■/Con(H(«'H,))

the integrand being invariant under WQ   and

j w0cw=^w±cw¿-,

To keep the notation simple, take W = a, . Put
'o

0

Then, using ideas from §3 of [4], one can show that

Con(H) n (K0 xW0±) = K0x Con(Hf).

Accordingly,

/        FQ(H) dH= [ F0(H) dH+ [ F0(H) dH
■/Con(H) ./Con(H)-/(:oxCon(Ht) J K0x.Con(H*)

= f FQ(H)dH + vol(Con(Ht)). / FJH)dH
JConW-KcxConiH1) J K0

= [ FJH)dH-vol(Con(rf))» [       FJH)dH
Jcon(H)-K0xCon(HA J%-K0

+ vol(Con(Hf)). f  FJH)dH.
Jwn
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Terms one and two are rapidly decreasing functions of H. Turning to the third

term, we have, from the definitions,

vol(Con(Hf)) = (-l/o-^^o) .mJ^O),

while, by Fourier inversion,

f  FJH) dH = (2nfm(Wo) • F(0),
JWr,

The (-1 ) ° that cropped up when we started cancels the (-1 ) ° appearing above

(remember that the ambient special subspace is, momentarily, a,   itself). This
'o

does it.

Now let us go back and apply this result. Because 1 - w]  is normal,
'o

Ker(l-w))L = lm(l-w)).
'o 'o

Ignoring anything that is o(H), we are effectively left with

W ,&w :Im(l-ui/)C»F

x /\_ t ü«,i\,^) • K ((^o ' AIo))(c))|£/A |.

This can be reassembled. Thus introduce a Detroit family 0,   by the prescrip-
'o

tion

• e(£?. :H:w].A)
Jo Jo'o

• c(PAA   :Pi\Ai :w]¡ :A-w¡A,),
JO       JQ '0        '0 J()l0 *0      '0

j. 4. W

where, as usual,  fT <-► (j0, w\, ).   Denote by rne'°   its Ill-transform (per

Ker( 1 -w])). The foregoing then becomes
'0

(_27r)rank(.-<)   / tr^IIL^ (0) . IndJ ((d?     A))(a))\dA\ .
JV^Keril-wj)       ' 'o ,0        o o

it
Lest we forget, there is a (-1) ° lurking in the background, as well as the factor

|det((l - ?ij/)|Im(l - tu/))|

Appendix. There is a technicality, sometimes used tacitly, that probably should

not be swept under the rug entirely, viz:
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Lemma. Let P¡  be a cuspidal split parabolic subgroup of G with split component

A¡ ; let wi e W(Ai ). Then 3w¡, G W(A¡ , A¡ ) such that
'o 'o 'o Jo'o Jo       'o

wj = tu, . wi wj¡
Jo Jo'o     o    Jo'o

has the property that Ker( 1 - w. ) is the split component of a F, y P, , the
Jo J Jo

association class of P. being uniquely determined.

[Note: It therefore follows that Im(l - w¡ ) is special.]
'o

The uniqueness is easy.    Indeed, if w¡¡   e  W(A¡ ,A¡)  and  w. ,   G
Jo'o Jo       'o Ko'o

rV(Ak , Ai ) are as above, then

*\ - WKoJoWJoWKJo     (3UV„ € W{\ ' AJo)]

with Ker(l -wj) = a., Ker(l - wk ) = ak , and wk ■ (a) = ak , so P. and Pk

are associate.

Passing to the existence, the strategy will be to reduce it to the percuspidal

case and then apply a generality. Suppose that we knew that there was a subset

F   of Xp (0, a. ) (cf. TES, p. 32) such that
'0 r'o °

(a,o)Fio=Ker(l-wlQ).

Then there would be a chamber set F in Z„ (q , a ) such that
'o        °

(aio)F = Ker(l-wio).

For this, see [8, pp. 151-152]. By definition, F c F0(WQ), WQ a chamber, hence

there exists au;,, G W(A- , A,) such that
Jo'o Jo        'a

WJoio^o) = %(«J0)-

With w,   defined per supra,
■«0

Ker(l-U;,fl) = (a7.o)1BWir)s

the sought for a,. Now pick a percuspidal Fn x P . Extend, as is possible, w,
j u       'o '0

to an element w0 e W(Af) (cf. TES, p. 68). Suppose that we knew that there

was a subset F0 of ~LP (g, o0) (cf. TES, p. 32) such that (ao)^ = Ker(l - u;0).

Put

F. ={A|a.  :AGFo}cX^(0,a,o).

Then

(a^-Kürd-t^).

implying that there is no loss of generality in assuming that F,   is percuspidal.
*0

But this simplification allows one to work directly within the context of an

abstract root system and its Weyl group. Consequently, it will be enough to

establish:
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Sublemma. Let O be a root system in a vector space V and let w be an element

of its Weyl group. Then Im(l - w) is spanned by its intersection with O.

[This, no doubt, is well known. The point is that if H is a nonzero element

of V which is fixed by w, then w is a product of simple reflections fixing

H. From them, one can construct a subset of i>, orthogonal to H, that is a

root system whose Weyl group contains w and then argue by induction on the

dimension of its span.]

4. Cancellation

The purpose of this section is to carry out the cancellation, the technical basis

for our approach to deriving the contribution to the trace arising from the con-

tinuous spectrum (cf. §5 infra). Thus, agreeing to subscribe to the assumptions

and conventions of [11, §9], let a be a Ä^-central, Ä"-finite element of C^°(G).

Then L¿s,r(a) is of the trace class with

tr(Lf/r(a)) =  lim0 tr(QH o L,f/r(a) o QH).
H-.-CO

And, applying what was learned in §3   mod o(H),

tr«2H o Lf/r(a) o ßH)

is the same as K(H0 : a : Y) less

(p(r:«-:H-H0),<v(«,A, :H))|rfA,JEE/„
•       <0      '0

less

*(gf)    (2ä)'°

./p(r:«;:H-H0),(-i)<î

. Y(-27r)rank('-<) . -r-J-r—

y |det((l-^)|Im(l-^))|
'o

x  i t%(III^(0).IndJ ((â\    A ))(a)))\dA  |,
/•v/MKerd-uih       ' 'o 'o        ° ° / °

where the sum Y)-, ^   extends over all %, %  such that % h %   (% ¿ {G}).
¿-•lg. ,w¡o '       'o ' 'o        'o

Here, K(HQ : a :T) contains the contribution to the trace associated with the

conjugacy classes, a subject that will be taken up in another place. On the other

hand, in §6 infra, it will be shown that

£ £ / (P(r : 9t : H - H0), o^ , A,o : H)>|rfA |
«.,«. *  JR<\)=°1       '0       '0
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is o(H), so in the end is of no concern. We shall therefore direct our attention

to the final term, call it Fnc(H : HQ : a : T), in which, as we shall eventually

see, the contribution to the trace arising from the continuous spectrum is to be

found.

Before proceeding, it will be best to make a couple of adjustments in the signs.

By definition, I. = rank(^) and lQ = /;. + /q . Therefore Fnc(H : H0 : a : T) is

equal to

££¿tr-(p(r^:H-Ho)>
'    'o    'o u

1  \'o-«nk(1-'"«o) 1

M   2íJ ' \det((l-w])\lm(l-w]))\
w; 'o 'o

'o

x f trr(m^(0) . IndJ («f , A ))(a))\ \dA
Js/^TKerd-w  )       ' 'o ,0        o o / o

The analysis of .T/rTKerii-tut )'"  De8ms by invoking the Appendix of §3 to
'0

justify a move to an a\   where Ker( 1 - w\ ) is a split component (we shall

hold the subscript j0 in reserve). So, as there, write

wl =wkiwlwkl
"o "o'o     o    "o'o

and set A,   = wl ¡ A¡ . Then

t%(IHe'°(0).Ind;((^., A,. ))(«))
' '0 '0 ° °

-t%(c(F,M,  :F,nM ,:<, :A,).ni<(0)
V    '0

x Ind^ ((*. , A. ))(a) • c(F \A. : P. \A,   :w,] : At ))%       'o       V/v   ' V    'o       V    ko       Vo       ko"

= tr^(c(Pk \Ak : Pi \A¡ : u¿, : A,. ) • nij'<>(0)
w,     K   V    Ko        V    'o        Vo V "/„

x c(F. \A¡ :Pk\Ak :wk] : Ak) . IndJ H<9k , Ak ))(<*)).
•o      'o        V    Ko *o'o K0 **o        "A Ko

But

c(Pk \Ak : Pt \A¡ :wl, : A, )
Ko     "o       'o     'o        "o'o        'o

• ni^(0).c(F;. \At :Pk\Ak :wf] :Ak)
% 'o     'o       Ko     Ko        Vo       V

is equal to the limit as A -> 0 in V'-ÏKeri 1 - w] ) of
'o

c(Pk \Ak : Pi \A¡ :wlt : A,. )
Ko     Ko       'o     'o        Vo        V

. Ill/(A) . c(F;. \At : Pk \Ak : wk    : Ak + w[ . A)
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or still Dl,   (0), where 0,   is the Detroit family given by
*o o

^0]rt(A) = c(Ffco|^o:F.Ko:^o¡o:A;o)

e(W :H:w], A)
■«o -«o'o

c(F. M. :/> |^ :«;],. ¡A + w/a,.)
Jo     «i       'o     'o        jo'o 'o    'o

• c(F. \A¡ : Pk \Ak : w~] : Ak +w¡ ,. A)
'o     'o       "o     "o        "o'o        "-o "o'o

if f* <-> (Lj, tot (- ). Note that we have used the well-known formula for the

adjoint of a c-function (cf. TES, p. 318), as well as the fact that A-   is pure

imaginary (to get rid of the conjugate). Now w¡ A¡ = A. , so, from the func-

tional equations,

c(Pk \Ak : Pi \A¡ :wít: A,. )
"o     "o       'o     'o        Vo        'o

• c(Pt \A¡ : F \A   : w~1wj] : w]. w\ A,. )
'o     'o       Jo     Jo 'o       Jo'o 'o'o    'o    'o

= c(Ffc \Ak : P: \A: : w¡ ¡ w^wj] : w] . A. )
V   Ko      Jo     Jo       Vo    'o      Jo'o       Jo'o    'o

= c(Pk \Ak : P \A   : w^w\   w~] : w) i A. )
"o     Ko       Jo     Jo        Ko      ''o'o    Jo'o        jo'o    'o

= c(Ffc \Ak : Pk \Ak : w? : Ak )"o     "o       "o     "o        *o "o

= c(Pko\Ako:PkJAko:wfy.O)

the rationale behind the last step being that

c(Ffc \Ak : Pk \Ak : wf] : 0)V    Ko       V    Ko        "o

depends only on the component of A,   in Im(l - wf'). Similarly,
K0 0

c(PAAj :Pi\Ai :w]i :A + w\Ai )
Jo     Jo       'o     'o        Jo'o 'o    'o

. c(F,. \Ai : Pk \Ak : w~] : A* + t/J¡ . A)
'o      o       V    *o        "o'o        "o "o'o

= c(Fy \Aj : Pk \Ak : w) t wf] :Ak+w\ t A).
Jo     Jo       V   Ko       Vo    Vo       Ko Vo

All this suggests that a slight change in notations is appropriate, namely let still

6.   be the Detroit family given by
Ko

[W(A)-c(F,o|^o:FJoMvu,-¡o:^A)

c(piJAi/-pkJAk/-™L--\+vJo     Jo       fco     *o        Jo*o
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if & <-* ( L, w] ,• ) and w].  =w]. w7\ . Thus, over at 81 , we have
u       Vo JoKo Jo'o    Vo Ko

trWi(m<(0).c(PkJAkQ:Pko\Ako:w;y.O)

.Ind^((^o,A,o))(a)).

If [wl } is a set of representatives for the association classes of w¡   (cf. [11,
K0 0

§10]), then all w) associate to a fixed wl  are going to lead to the same result;
'o Ko

there are *(W^)/#(Cen(wl )) such terms. Replacing «fcn by L , the focus of our
'0 0

investigation becomes

£ Wp(r:^.:H-H0),

/      1   N^o-rankO-^)

|det((l - w\ )|Im(l - wt ))|    #(Cen(u;/t ))

/ tr^ffl^O)
'•/^TKeril-u;!)

'o

There is certainly no loss of generality in taking the w]  simple in the sense
'o

that Ker( 1 — w;,- ) is a split component, say a" (wl ) :
lo 'o      'o

a.  D a" (w¡ ) D a..
'o 'o       'o '

Moreover, if w   runs through a set of representatives, then so does u;_t. Since
'o 'o

Ker(l -w]) = Ker(l -uT1),
'o 'o

everything stays the same except for the replacement of

c(P¡ \At : Pi \At : uTf : 0)
'o     'o       'o     'o 'o

by

c(Pl\Al :Pi\Al :w] :0).
'o     'o       'o     'o        'o

Remark. To motivate the use of the term simple, we remark that if w is a

reflection in a root À, then w is simple iff X is simple, i.e., the two possible

meanings of the adjective "simple" in the phrase "simple reflection" are the

same.
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To make further progress, it will be necessary to express 6,   as a product of
'o

two Detroit families. For this purpose, fix an HQO G a and note that

Jo     Jo       'o     'o        Jo'o        '0

: w~   : w
'o     'o       Jo     Jo        Jo'o        Jo'o    'o

Then

where

'^PjJAJo:WJol:U

'0 '0 '0

and

U>i^iA) = ciPiJAio:PjJAJo:w^:wl¡Aio)

xe(WJo:H-H00:wlA)

c^VWoHo:V

WMA) = ciPAAin:Pj\A.:wjX:wlAi)
o® 'o     !o       A>     J~o        Jo'o        Jo'o    'o

x e(Wh : H00 : w^A)

^"V^V^'o^o^

ifW*~iJ„w)  ).

This means that the evaluation of DIe'0(0) can be handled by an appeal to
'0

Theorem 4.4 of [11]. Here,

(Ww,W(rV))~Wl~(j0,w]j,

with

a,  D a" (wl ) D WL e o,. D a,.
'o 'o       'o ' '

We are therefore led to

£ Wp(r:g;:H-H0),
' '    '0      '0

/      1   \'o-»nk(l-^:

'0

|det((l - w\ )|Im(l - w] ))\    #(Cen(w) ))

X £(-Dw±,i   „ tty?)Wi,
7%w J^\(v!f    '   I
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the ? inside the trace being the product of

c(Pi\Ai :P,\A. :w~\ rw^A,)
*0       'o Jn       -*n •'i'n Jc\lc\      'nJo     -^o       Jolo       Jolo    'o

• P(r : \ ■ H - Hoo) • ciPjJAjn ■ PiMl ■ <in ■ A«)

and m^>,)(0) and

c(F.|^:F¡oKo:^:0).Ind^(^o,A¡o))(a).

The appearance of the Arthur polynomial at the 'W¡ -level comes about, of
Jo

course, from differentiating the exponential.

To simplify the integrand, start by putting it in the form

<p(r:V. :H-H00),tr^ (?))„,

where this time ? is the product of

and

or still

c(F,. \A, : F. \A¡ : ti/¡, : A, ) • of V M
K   Jo'   Jo       'o'    'o        Jo'o        V Vi0\#wr   '

( c(F;. \Ai : F,. \A¡ : w] : 0)
'o     'o       'o     'o        'o

ln4m,A))ia)
¡0 0 0

c(F. \A¡ :P,\A¡ :w~] :w)t A,. )
k    v   'o1    'o       Jo'    Jo        Jo'o        Jo'o    'o

<PjJAJo:PjJAJo:WJo^

IndS vA*MW
provided we set A, = wt. A,   and u;j = iüJ , tu! w¡ I . Using now the device

Jo Jo'o    'o Jo Jo'o    'o    Jo'o

employed earlier, pass to the Detroit family at the base point determined by

(in > w¡, ) t0 conclude that

'0        '0

„t

Jo'o
c(P, \A, : P \A¡ :vi)t : A,. ) • dC°     ,(0) • c(F \Ai : P. \A¡ : w] ] : A,. )

v   Jo'     Jo V     'n Jn'n 'n' V,A&w)x    ' v    'n       'n Ji\ '     Jn Jn'n Jn'o       Jo     Jo        Jo'o       Jo

is equal to DI Jo(W ,(0), the second W differing from (but corresponding to)
/'o    ^

the first W.

Making these changes, the integral over v^Ta" (wl ) becomes the integral
'o      'o

over -/-To" (w] ) of
Jo      Jo

(p(r : \ : H - H00),

Xr%Sm%JV ■ <pjJajo ■ pjJAja ■ wl ■ °) • lndÏMo • \))(«))>« •
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To collapse the sum over ^, we shall have to address the combinatorics of

the situation, since, after all, some choices have been made and our terms are

independent of them. In a word: We must sum over all possible choices and

measure the overlap.

To initiate the process, write

/ /      1   \ /n—rankfl—iu? )

-«>-«„ -«o {w]f

|det((l-u;h|Im(l -ii>î))|    #(Cen(wU)
'o 'o 'o

x ¿2 (-ifm{W±)
W,&w

"/.
,,«r:H:H-Hoo).<•*<»», K

as

EEEE
,_ jxdim(a;o)-dim(o,)-dim(lf'-l-)-rank(l-^)

,~,   ,/„-rank(l— w, )

0 U (Q

x-t-1—C   ■ (w- )
|det((l-u),t)|Im(l-u;,t))|   '•'<>    '°

'o 'o

" A_„    t  <P(r:^:H0-H),

(p(r:'^   :H-H00),tr,r (?)>»>|«/A" |,
J 0 JQ * V

where the sum J2wi  extends over all simple wl . The sign change follows from
«0 °

the homogeneity of the Arthur polynomial:

p(r : % : H - H0) = (-1)'' . p(T : % : HQ - H).

As for the constant Ci i (wl ), we have
'0 '0

Lemma 4.1. Under the preceding hypotheses,

c .(wh =-■
'•V    lo'        <.("<& t„,t ■*('%(w\)).*(%l )

'0 '0 '0

Proof. To reduce the notational complexity of the calculation, we shall assume

that % = {G}. Obviously, C, , (w¡ ) is equal to l/#(Cen(u;. )) divided by the
« ' ' 'o 0 0

number of simple w¡   in the association class, itself the cardinality of {if, , :
Jo Jo'o

w. ■ w. w~)   simple} divided by #(Cen(u; )). So,
Jo'o    'o    Jo'o 'o

ci, iwi ) =-—ri-•
•°     °      #({w¡¡ : w¡ , w, w,■    simple})

Jo'o        Jo'o    'o    Jo'o
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By definition, w¡ = w¡ ¡ w¡ w~¡  is simple iff w. ¡ »Ker(l -w¡ ) is a split com-
Jo Jo'o    'o    Jo'o Jo'o 'o

ponent. The corresponding parabolics P"(w¡ ) and P"(u>, ) are then associate
Jo     Jo 'o      'o

with

™voe^KK)><K»-
On the other hand, any associate P" of P''(wi ) must dominate a F,   for

'o      'o Jo
which there exists a w,.,.   such that

Jo'o

a   = w. . (a. (w¡ )).
Jo'o    'o      'o

Because the totality of all such restrictions is *('% (w¡ )), C, ,■ (tu,- ) is equal
*o       'o » 0        0

to
1 _1_

,("W¡o(w¡o))X#({wJoio:wh¡o\a¡o(wio) = w})'

w fixed. Now if w¡ . la, (w¡ ), w. , lo,- (w¡ ) = w , then
Jo'o    'o      'o Vo    'o      'o

\A,E\;„6^><)>Vo    Vo Vo *t>        ^o

.11 ,11        ,11 ,11

while, conversely, if w! ¡ e W(A\   , A] ), then wl . w¡,   and w¡,   have the
"o'o Ko       Jo Vo    Jo'o Jo'o

same restriction to a" (w¡ ). Consequently,
'o      'o

1 1

*«WJoio:WJoioK(W0=W})       *(<')

Hence the lemma.

Continuing the process, let

a!. = w] ¡W   + o,
Jo Jo'o '

and write

/     ,Ndim(a. )-dim(o,)-dim(W/"L)-rank(l-îi)t )

Ey^y> y>   (-1)       '"_[_'°_¿-~< ¿-^   ¿-*>                          ,~   ,/„-rank(l—w) )

\det((l-wl)\lm(l-wl))\
'o 'o

_1_

/ (p(r:g;:H0-H),

(p(r:'^0:H-Hoo),tr^ (7)^)1^
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as
-   .ndim(°j0)-dim(»j-0)-rank(l-u);to)

EEEE /1_\'n-rank(l-«'î  )
^   '*   «i    «îb (2?r)

|det((l — twÎ )|Im(l — tijj ))|TiïCi.jfi°l)

x/,,    t  <P(r:^:H0-H),

(vir:'WJo:H-H00),tTl^i'!))w)\dA';o\.

I»!

To reflect this change in emphasis, call DI ;t° the DI-transform figuring in the

integral. As for the constant C, ,■. (wl ), we have
' >Jo     Jo

Lemma 4.2. Under the preceding hypotheses,

C     (wl) =-l--— .

Proof. To reduce the notational complexity of the calculation, we shall assume

that W; = {G} . It is then a question of examining

y y_1_
^vTv *("^ («>,■)) •*(«?")'0  "'%    v      'o       'o 'o

or still

££ £^
-wi^k,))'*^ )**mw))

if (g^, ^(H/)) ^ ^ ^ tu^. . . From the definitions,

*(&(W)) = *('W;o(wJo)),

where, needless to say,  w,   = w¡, tu, tu",- •   To reduce the sum, note that
Jo Jo'o    'o    'o'o

quadruples (w¡ , W,^w, &(W)) give rise to pairs (w¡ , a¡ ). The number of
'o Jo      Jo

quadruples corresponding to a given pair is, as can be checked without difficulty,

the cardinality of {tu, , : tu, , tu, tu",1  simple} divided by the number of w¡,
Jo'o       Jo'o    'o    Jo'o Jo'o

attached to a fixed (tu, , W, <%w, W(W)).  The (proof of) preceding lemma
'o

computes the first of these. To get at the second, suppose that we have two such

attached to (w¡ , W ,WW, W(W)). Then the product of the one with the in-

t" t" t"
verse of the other must be an element of W(A\ ). Moreover, if tu    G W(A\ ),

Jo Jo Jo
t"

then tu; tu,.,   and tu,.,   yield the same (W ,^w, %A(W)) and, finally, give the
Jo     Jo'o Jo'o

tu,,   iff
'o

.11 .11

w]   e Cen' (tu,. ),
Jo '    Jo
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t"
the centralizer of tu,   being taken in W(A\ ). Let us now declare two quadru-

Jo Jo

pies to be equivalent if they give rise to the same pair (w¡ , o', ). Then, from
Jo      Jo

the above,

y y y_t_

^ ¿^wéiï) *(X(w'o)) ' *{W0 * *ww>'

= y_!_
tá*i'W!oiwJo)).#iCeT¿ iwJo))'

the second sum over a set of representatives for the equivalence classes or still

over all pairs (tu, , o' ) so long as we compensate by dividing by the number
Jo      Jo

of (tu, , a', ) giving the equivalence class. But if
jo      Jo

then actually

and

--»   ÍW: , a, )
(tu,. ,W,WW,W(W)) J°    V

wk,. w') e W(A¡", A1¡
"o'o    Jo'o *o        Jo

In addition, a,  = a, . As the story can be read backwards, the constant of
Jo "o

compensation is

#(Cenf (w, ))
Jo

Hence the lemma.

In particular, then,

C   ■ (wl ) =-l--—

'•* * *c^K)).*(^)
does not depend on ^ . We can therefore write

(_l)dim(0;o'_dÍm(0Jo)_rank(1_^tO)

EEEE
''JO       JO   Wj0   "j0

(2n)'°~Tank{i~wlo)

1

|det((l - u;t )|Im(l - iot ))|
Jo Jo

*c^K)).*(^)
f (p(r:g;:H0-H),

(p(r:V,:H-H00),tr,r (?)>g,)|rfA"|
^0
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as

EEEE
g'.     0.    W,     „'¡o     ¡o    Jo ay0

,_jvdim(o>o)-dim(Oj.o)-rank(l-u»>o

(2/T)/°"rank(1"^o)

1

|det((l-u;,o)|Im(l-u>,o))|

*i'&;oiwJo)).*i<ê?l)

/„,    ,(£  P(r:^:H0-H),
iy^T0j (w ) \     ,-la,   (tu,

V   Jo '-  JO

(p(T:'WJo:U-Hm),tr,wJ?))w)\dAl\.

Here we are working with tu,   and not tu)   (cf. Lemma 10.1 of [11]). Owing
JO Jo

to Proposition 3.2 of [11],

/ £ p(T : % : H0 - H), <p(r : '^ : H - H00), \x,% (?)>gA

'-   JO

= <P(r : K : H0 - H00), tr- (?)).

But now H is gone so the cancellation has been carried off.

One can clean things up a bit. Note that

{dim(a ) - dim(a' ) - rank(l - tuj ) = dim(V. (w] )),
Jo Jo Jo Jo      Jo

L - rank(l - tuj ) = dim(a" (w] )).
u Jo Jo      Jo

Replacing H0 by H and H00 by HQ, substituting a( for ai   and ai (tuj )

for a" (tuj ), and changing j0 back to i0 , we end up with
V    J'o'

(_i)di"AoK»

¿-^   2~>2-*i ,dim(o' (wj ))W* „t   (2k)     l'o   «,

|det((l - ^)|Im(l - tu,^))!     *('W¡Biw¡o)) • *(«£')

x [ (p(r:^:H-H0),trf,(?))|JA'|.
J^°'fwV

To complete the discussion, we have only to explicate trr(?). But, in view
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of the definitions, HI 't° (0) is equal to

£ D>m¿\ ■ pjJajo ■ '«&:?) • e^o: Ho :?)^olA
Jo-'wi0'o

xc(Pj\Aj :Pi \A¡ :'wn :A;).
Jo     Jo       V    '0 Vo        'o

Here, in the notation of [11, §5], the sum £),  >w     extends over those j0 and
J° '      >0'0

Xo«oe^4'<)'
/ 0 0 w

satisfying the condition   iu,,(X t<)  c XPt , while  D,'°   is shorthand for
Vo     P¡0 rj0

£>„    J0 . Finally, one must multiply up by

and take the trace.

Reinterpreting Fnc(H : H0 : a : T), an unambiguous symbol in light of the

notational revisions, our main conclusion is then:

Theorem 4.3.  Fnc(H : HQ : a : T) is equal to

(_1 )*■"('%(<>>
2^,2^2^ ,dim(o' (wl ))

%,\ \ «t   (2n)    l%< -o»

|det((l - tuh|Im(l - w¡))\ *('« (Wl )) . *(«?')
0 0 'o 0 0

x f (p(r:^:H-H0),

*%      Y   ö^0[c(F. \A. : P. \A,. : 'tu",1 :?) »e(^.  : Hn :?)],       .,
«¡I ¿^ *       L    V     'o'      '0 V     Jo Vo        ' V     '0 °       " "V,A

\J0''WJO'0

-<PjJAJo^P'JA'o:'WJo'o:^

-<PiJAin--PlJA'n--<--°)'l<(^KM-)\)'0       '0 '0       *0 '0 cin '0 '0

;

5. Contribution from the continuous spectrum

The purpose of this section is to consider the nature of the terms figuring in

the contribution to the trace arising from the continuous spectrum.
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As it stands, modulo §6 infra, the Selberg trace formula asserts that for any K-

central, AT-finite element a of C™(G), tr(L^s/r(a)) is equal to K(H : a : T) less

Fnc(H : H0 : a : Y), explicated in Theorem 4.3. Denote by Con-Sp(H : a:T)

the result of setting HQ = H in Fnc(H : HQ : a :Y). Since

p(r:^:0) = 0,

unless ^ = {G}, only the undaggered terms from Theorem 4.3 remain. We

can therefore regard Con-Sp(H : a : T) as an infinite series

¿££Con-Sp(H:a:r:^,^o,u;¡o)
ff.    0    w,

'0      'o      'o

indexed by triples (% ,tf¡ , tu. )   (tu.   simple), there being a formula for
'o       'o        'o 'o

Con-Sp(H : a : Y : % ,0. ,wA
'o       'o        'o

that, apart from computable constants, is an integral over v^TKer(l - tu, ) of
'o

a totally explicit function. This function depends in general on H. Of course,

Con-Sp(H : a : T) itself is a polynomial in H.

Remark. Two special cases were dealt with in §10 of [11] by different methods,

viz. when tu,   = 1  or det(l - tu, ) ^ 0.   Those results agree with the ones
'o 'o

obtained here.

The presence of H in Con-Sp(H : a : T) is, perhaps, unexpected but not

totally surprising. Indeed, such a parameter appears already in the invariant

form of c-functions and Eisenstein series (cf. [12]), hence it is reasonable that

such should survive into the trace formula too. However, in certain situations

it is unnecessary.
Let us call T regular at the cusps if there exists a choice of T-conjugacy class

representatives {P- } suchthat Vi0, p0:

ptPlolio^P = %    (3/,/c).

And let us call T quasi-regular at the cusps if there exists a choice of K and a

choice of T-conjugacy class representatives [P¡ } such that

30Gas.t. Vi, p:Q(Piß) = 0.

It is clear that if T is regular at the cusps, then it is quasi-regular at the

cusps. All rank-1 F are regular at the cusps. Every Y having just a single

cusp is necessarily regular at that cusp. One can construct examples of T in

SL2(R) x SL2(R) that are quasi-regular at the cusps but not regular at the cusps.

Presumably, similar techniques would allow one to exhibit T that are not quasi-

regular at the cusps but we have not checked this, although the usual choice

K = S02 x S02 will not do.

When T is quasi-regular at the cusps, the formula for

Con-Sp(H : a : Y : % ,(9, , tu,. )
'o        'o        'o
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simplifies since one can take H0 = 0, thereby eliminating the exponential. In

particular, this applies to the adele picture: Our methods can be transferred to

that setting, the upshot being a sharpening of Arthur's results (cf. [4, §8]).

6. Error analysis

The purpose of this section is to prove that

£ ?1 <p(r:^:H-H0),o^    A   :H)>|¿A |
^^Re(A,o)=0

is o(H). To this end, we shall begin by showing that the problem, when consid-

ered along rays extending to infinity, can be recast so as to become one in real

analysis. Once this is done, a fusion of the techniques from [9] (specifically, pp.

364-365) leads to its solution. The general case then follows readily.

Our starting point will be the function

I (% : 0. , A,. + AÎ : H)
a V    « «o '       ' 'o '

introduced in §9 of [11], to which we refer the reader for the definitions. In

Lemma 9.2 of this reference it was established that

/ £/    t      ||Itt(flJ:^,Al + A;:H)|||rfA;pAl|<+oo.
iRe(A,.)=0 ^ iRe(A >0 ° ° °

'o u

We shall now sharpen this assertion. Write (cf. TES, p. 315)

t?v0)  e

Choose an orthonormal basis for J?(¿, 0¡ ) compatible with the summands in
'o

this decomposition. Then attached to each such is an

Ia(^:0io:0(io),<B,Al+Allo:H),

the sum of which is

Ia(Wr.0iQ,Ai + A{:H).

And, since the convergence argument mentioned above only requires the use of

convolution invariant subspaces,

/     £/      ££
ÍRe(A,)=0^ ÍRe(Ajo)=0^(¡o)   e

x||Iù(^:^:^(i0),«,Aî+Aj):H)|||rfA*)||rfA/|<+oo.

Split, as is possible (cf. [11, Proposition 9.1]),

la(Wi:0i :¿?(/0),<S,A,. + A;:H)
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into o%,(0i : 0(if), <t,Ai : H) plus IH^, where 0 is a certain Schwartz

Detroit family. Thanks to Proposition 4.6 of [11], DL is again Schwartz,

hence is integrable. It therefore follows that

£ £ £ / H%(^0 ■ '(¿o). «. A«0 : H)|||rfAJ < +oo.
^ ,,(/o) « J**\y-o    '   " oo

The main results from [8] allow one to say what

o^(0¡o:0(io),<£,A¡o:H)

looks like. Indeed, Proposition 7.3 of that paper implies that

o^(0io:0(io),<B,Aio:U)

= J2 9j(\ ■ H(P,.)) • exp[(A-. + F.(A. ), H(P.))],
j

where j runs over a finite index set, the corresponding F representing (with

overlap) the T-cuspidals associate to F(/0) below Pi . We can thus assume

outright that the index set is fixed, independent of 0¡ ,0(L), and <£, 1 < / <
'o

N.
Turning first to the exponential, the T. are linear transformations

TJ(Aio) = (wx-w2)A[,

with tu,, tu2 G W(Aj, A(i0))(P(i0) d: P¡) ■ So, there are a fixed finite number

of possibilities for them. On the other hand (cf. Theorem 6.5 and 8.6 of [8]),

the Xj are nonzero and lie in the closure of the negative cone of (F , S¡ ; A A)

(cf. TES, p. 71), there being a fixed finite number of possibilities for them too.

Of course,

Xj = Xj(0la:0(io),<£).

But II A', II-' is a slowly increasing function of ||¿f, II.
J 'o

The «7 (A,   : H(F,.))  are, for each fixed A,. , a polynomial in H(P.).   If
J      'o J 'o J

a F or a F does not arise, then q, = 0. We claim that in any event the

degrees of the q. are uniformly bounded in the parameters. That this is the

case is a consequence of [9, §5]. In fact, owing to Lemma 5.1 of [9], the degree

of each q. is bounded by rank(r) + 2 times the maximum of the degrees of

the constant term polynomials. To get a handle on the latter, one can use the

argument of Proposition 5.2 in [9]. Strictly speaking, this argument was given

there just for L2-automorphic forms. However, it goes through with virtually

no change for the constant term polynomials of automorphic forms that are

linear combinations of 3-eigenvectors. In particular, it works for Eisenstein

series (cuspidal or residual), from which the claim.

Keeping to the notation introduced in §3, we can and will assume that

H = H00 + rH0       (r>0),
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where H0 G -C0(-). There is no loss of generality in assuming further that if

Xj # X'j, and Pj = Pf , then

Accordingly,

(Xj,H0(Pj))^(x'jl,H0(Pj,)).

= £^(A«0:H00(F.) + iH0(F.))

;'

.exp[(^. + F;.(A/o),H00(F.)>]

.exp^X. + F/A ),H0(F;.))].

Put

• cxpiiXj + Tji^^H^iP.))],

a polynomial in t of uniformly bounded degree. If we set r; = (X¡, H0(F'.))

and t;. = F;(H0(F.)),then

oWi(0¡o:0(io),€,A¡o :H)

= £ MA<„ : 0 * wWj + <A«0> vj))l ■
j

Note that the ri depend on the parameters but the v. do not.

Indexing the data subject to increasing 0¡   and then relabeling leads to the
'o

following situation: A function <p(A, t) on R" x R>0 given as an infinite series

oo

¿(A,i) = E>*(A,f),
Jfc=l

where each <t>k(A, t) has the form

EEV^ • wWjk + ̂ /=T(A> wy))] ;
;=l /=0

here «V and L are independent of k and

for C some absolute constant. The v- are vectors in R" . We know that

y \(f>k(A, t)\dA <+00   W>0.
«"¡fcí

From all this, we want to conclude that

<f)(A, t) dA -» 0   asi->+oo.

/,

/ÍR"
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Actually, as can be seen by example, what is formally before us is not quite

enough to force the desired deduction. Fortunately, though, a little bit more

is available in that we have not made use of the other terms figuring in the

definition of Ia , terms about which a greal deal is known.

To isolate the essential point, a definition is in order, namely: Call a sequence

{fk(A)} of measurable functions on R" almost rapidly decreasing if V/V > 0,

£*"/   \fik(A)\.(l + \\A\\fdA<+c
rr¡    ír"

-oc,

k-1   J*

It is clear that

rapidly decreasing =► almost rapidly decreasing

but not conversely.

Proposition 6.1. Thesequence {^(A, ?)|[0, 1]||,} is almost rapidly decreasing.

Proof. Retranslated, the problem is to prove that

\\o^0io:0(io), <E, A¡o:H00+mo)\[0, l]\\x

is almost rapidly decreasing in (0¡ , A, ). Consider the expression for
'o        'o

IQ(g;.:^o:^(g,i,A, + A;o:H00+?H0)

as the sum of o^,(0¡ : 0(if), <B, A;. : H00+?H0) and DL . Since there are no

difficulties with ID, , we shall concentrate on IQ . Employing the usual artifice,

it can be supposed that a = ß * ß*. From positive definiteness, IQ is then

monotone increasing in t, hence

||IQ(g;:-..:Hoo+?Ho)|[0,l]||,

<||IQ(^:...:H00 + H0)||.

To see that the latter majorant is almost rapidly decreasing in (0. , A, ), one
'o        'o

has only to bring in the Casimir and argue as in Lemma 9.3 of [11].

Recall that our objective is to prove that

lim   / 4>(A,t)dA = 0.
t^ + OoJRn

To accomplish this, it will be necessary to combine the foregoing proposition

with a lemma on exponential polynomials.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that

N

£W = £Q,M«exp(-^)
J-=l

is an exponential polynomial, where

(1) V/\ degiß^L and

(2) V; , Sj e C&Re(sj) G [0, 1], |Im(j.)| < A .
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Then there exists M0 > 0, depending on N and L but not on A, such that

Vr >0,

\E(t)\ < M0(l+A)N{L+l)(l + r)"(X+I)_I||£|[0, 1]||,.

Granted the lemma, we can finish the discussion. Thus put

L

Qjk(A,t) = yjajkl(A)t'..
1=0

-N
sjk = -Ck     -rJk-V-liA,Vj),

A = max ||u ,||

Then

<MA> 0 = ££^/(A)/ • txp[t(rjk + v^T<A, Vj))]
7=1  1=0

¿ Qjk(A, t) . exp(-tsjk)    . exp(-Ck-Nt)

= Ek(A,t)»c\p(-Ck~Nt).

By adjusting H0 (cf. TES, p. 157), matters can be arranged to ensure that

-1 < fjk < 0. Consequently,  1 > -Ck~N - rk > 0. The lemma is therefore

applicable and, setting ./V0 = N(L + 1 ), we find that Vr > 0,

|<K(A,f)|<exp(-CrC_Arr)

x Af^(l + HAID^Cl + O^II^CA, ?)|[0, mi,

<M''(l + tf°e\p(-Ck~Nt)

•
o'

(l + IIAID^tA,?)^,!]!!,

and so

/  \tf>k(A,t)\dA<(l+tf°exp(-Ck Nt)*Bk,
Jr"

Bk being

<•/ (l + IIAlrt^A,?)!^, l]||,rfA,
ÍR"

a rapidly decreasing function of k (cf. Proposition 6.1). Bearing in mind that

oo

«¿(A, i) = £</>*(A, 0,
k=\

to finish it obviously suffices to show that

oo

yàBk*e\p(-Ck~Nt)
k=\
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is rapidly decreasing in t > 0. For this purpose, let r\ be any positive integer.

Then
oo

tr'Y^Bk»exp(-Ck~Nt)

r¡        oo

k=\

,1

k=l

Ck~Nt       (   Ck~Nt^n

n
exp   - -

which does the trick.
Let us now pass to the proof of the lemma. The key to the whole business is

the special case A = l, viz.:

Sublemma. Under the above assumptions, suppose in addition that V/, lm(s •) G

[-1, 1]. Then there exists M0 > 0, depending on N and L, such that Vf > 0,

|F(i)|<M0(l + ff(L+1)-1||F|[0,l]||1.

Proof. We shall use the Laplace transform techniques of [9], establishing, in

fact, that the estimate obtains for all functions whose Laplace transforms have

the form

-^—     (s,e[0,l] + >/=T[-l,l]),

where F G Poly^ , the polynomials of degree < N0 = N(L + 1). Given an

.¡V0-tuple

sGaO^l + V^Tt-l,!])^0,

define transformations

r Fs':PolyjVo-^o_,(R>0),

1 F^Poly^-L'aCl])

by the simultaneous prescription

Kills'+'j) )
We explicitly observe that our definitions are meaningful in that both invert

Laplace transforms but the results are considered in different function spaces.

Since

{ft:»ei[0,l] + V=i[-l,l]f9}

is uniformly bounded, 3M1 > 0 such that M' > \\T'f\ (Vs). Moreover, in view

of what can be found on p. 365 of [9], 3M" > 0 such that

||r;,(F)||1>M"||F||    (Vs,F)

or still

||F|[0,1]||,>M"||F||    if E = ïtiP).
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The sup over f > 0 of (I + t) N°+i\E(t)\ is the norm in SIN _X(R>0) of E,

hence

(1 + t)-N°+i\E(t)\ < \\T'S(P)\\ < M'\\P\\ < M'/M" . ||F|[0, 1]||,,

so M0 = M ¡M'  will work.

To treat the case of arbitrary A, we shall simply scale the data, taking A > 1.

Thus let
N

Ê(t) = Eit/A) = J2 Qjit/A) . exp(-tSjfA).
7=1

Then (cf. supra)

implies

Finally,

lEiWfZMoil+tf^-'mO,!]^

\E(t)\ = \Ê(At)\ < Mfl +At)N{L+l)-l\\É |[0, HU,

||F|[0,1]||,= f\E(tlA)\dt
Jo

= a[     \E(t)\dt<(l+A)\\E\[0,
Jo

Consequently,

£ £ / <P(r : % : H - H0), ow(0 , A   : H))\dA\

'     'o    'o

is o(H).
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